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Abstract: Road safety has become an issue of concern both at national and international level. The United Nations has rightly 

proclaimed 2011-20 as the Decade of Action on Road Safety. India is also a part of signatory to Brasilia declaration and is committed 

to reduce the number of road accidents and fatalities by 50 per cent by 2020. According to the central government of India, 

Maharashtra state is at second position after Tamilnadu in road accidents. After globalization automobile industry in India is the 

fastest growing sector. Numbers of automobiles on road are increasing with high rate than any other industrial product. Significantly 

accident rate is also increasing, particularly in car segment accident rate in terms of casualty, injury is very high. Brakes are provided 

to every automobile as active safety device, still accidents are taking place. Accident has many reasons but in maximum judicial cases 

brake failure is claimed as accident cause. Really our brakes are providing active safety or they fails to perform the intended function, 

are all mechanical components of the braking system are providing safety when only brakes are applied to avoiding accident, answer 

is definitely no. Answer to these questions can only be given after investigating the present braking system installed in cars. In this 

investigation accidental data related with brake failure of cars has been collected from leading car dealers in India and causes of brake 

failure have been investigated. From the available data different aspects of the failure are critically investigated, some notable brake 

failures were analyzed by FEM and suitable remedies were suggested for modification in component design and manufacturing 

process.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Automobile sector is the fastest growing area in 

modern industrialisation of India. After globalisation policy 

many more foreign industries invested in this area because of 

the bright future. Present Indian living standard has a great 

impact on automobile industry than 30 years back. The age 

group using the cars has changed in last 20 years. Naturally 

the demands and requirement from the automobile sector has 

also changed. New generation demands higher power and 

speed. The technology also moving at its pace and working 

towards the fulfilment of modern demands. Government is 

also investing in the area of transportation by providing better 

infrastructure which reduces the travelling time. At the same 

time due to large automobiles on road, numbers of accidents 

are also increasing. Maharashtra state is at top position after 

Uttar Pradesh and Tamilnadu in road accidents [1]. Accident 

has many reasons but one thing is sure that every driver 

applies brakes as a first safety device; still numbers of 

accidents are increasing. In maximum accidental judicial cases 

the reasons quoted are brake failure. If brakes are provided to 

the vehicle then do we as a car manufacturer assures to the 

customer that this won’t fail in operation. Are the brakes are 

working as per the intended use. Therefore being a car 

manufacturer we must assess the brakes and assure our self 

that the present braking system is working as per the intended 

purpose and it is not a part of accident reasons. For 

investigating failure causes it is necessary to collect the field 

information regarding braking response during emergency 

condition and take feedback from the drivers and mechanics 

regarding braking problems of different make braking 

systems. A study has been carry out to collect the data of 

brake complaints in cars from leading dealers and some of the 

registered complaints related to braking system. On this basis 

a critically investigation is done to find the root cause of the 

said brake failure.  

 

2. ACCIDENTS IN INDIA 

The annual report released by central government of India 

shows the statistics of road accidents in 13 states where 

maximum accidents are taking place. There are numerous 

reasons for road accidents such as road condition, drivers 

fault, aggressive driver’s behaviour, vehicle condition, 

improper driving training, overloading etc. But these reasons 

are beyond the control of automotive manufacturers. Apart 

from these reasons can automotive sector has a guarantee that 

the safety features provided to the vehicle for avoiding the 

accident is working with full efficiency and will never be a 

cause of accident. In almost all automobiles to avoid accidents 

automotive manufacturers have provided an active safety to 

vehicle called braking system. If the braking system of the 

vehicle works efficiently and the problems related to the 
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braking system has been resolved then in some extent the number of accidents can be avoided [1]. 

 
Fig 1. Statistics of Government of India 2016-17. (Source Government of India Report) 

 

3. NOTABLE BRAKE COMPLAINTS 

 Complaints regarding braking system were observed 

and grouped in to different categories. The available job cards 

were observed from the four dealers which are leading in car 

segment. The six months servicing record of four leading car 

dealers is shown in the following table. The data collected is 

for disc braking system. 

 

Table 1:  Brake Compliant Record of different vehicles. 

 

Sr. 

N

o. 

Make and Model Notable Brake Complaints 

  Early 

Brake 

Pad 

Wear 

Noise Pedal 

Pulsation 

Disc 

Grindi

ng 

Brake 

pulling 

Dusting 

tyre disc 

Non 

respondent 

of brake at 

high speed 

Thermal 

Conning of 

disc 

Brake 

Vibrations 

01 Hyundai 

( All cars below 2L 

engines) 

219 79 58 178 296 54 145 03 23 

02 TATA 

( All cars and Jeep 

below 2L engines) 

325 82 98 201 215 89 105 01 54 

03 Maruti 

( All cars below 2L 

engines) 

296 64 78 302 356 109 156 01 83 

04 Honda 

( All cars below 2L 

engines) 

196 95 45 256 305 49 125 02 33 

 

 Different car manufacturers’ use different braking systems 

but the related problems are near about same. Following are 

the notable complaints collected from survey; 

1. Wearing (Early failure) of braking pad before 

recommended life: - These types of complaints were 

increasing every day. Almost all dealers reported this 

complaint. The reason for this type of complaint is 

frequent application of brakes during traffic. Number 

of vehicles increased beyond the road capacity, it leads 

in to traffic jam and resulted in to longer application of 

brake means friction between pads and disc/drum 

increases leading to more wear of friction pads. 

2. Noise: - Braking system noise observed due to 

negligence of maintenance, in most of the cases during 

regular scheduled servicing customers are requested to 

replace the brake pads but they oppose to replace and 

excuse for next time. Now in modern pads, wear 

indicator metallic strip is attached to pads, after 

sufficient wear of friction material this metal strip came 

in to contact with disc/drum and starts making noise, 
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this may be the one reason of noise apart from this in 

some cases antirattle clips and springs which hold the 

pads in place in the anchor bracket, creates vibrations 

during initial engagement of the pads. In another case 

when small size stone/hard materials traps between the 

pad and disc then also noise may observe.  

3. Pedal Pulsation: - Vehicles fitted with disc brakes 

observes this type of problem. Pedal pulsation is 

caused because of rotor thickness variation or lateral 

runout. This type of complaint observed in some 

vehicles because of manufacturing fault. Generally it is 

ignored by car drivers as it only observed when brakes 

are applied but if a driver is sensitive enough then the 

complaint can be registered during servicing. If not 

rectified in due course when it propagates and it 

became notable.  

4. Uneven wear on disc (Grinding): - In most of the 

complaints received regarding slow responsive brakes, 

it is observed that the disc brake has grinding marks on 

braking area. This is being observed because of the use 

of friction pads more than the recommended period or 

stacking of any hard material between the pads and 

disc. 

5. Brake pulling: - It is a result of poor maintenance. 

Some time it can be removed by adjustment but in 

some cases it is an assembly which shows erratic 

behaviour due to multiple wears in parts, in that case 

replacement is the only solution. 

6. ABS and Non- ABS problems:- Drivers practicing 

vehicles without ABS are habitual to apply brakes 

more nearer to object. When they drive the ABS fitted 

vehicle, their general complaint is non respondents of 

brake. They observe that stopping distance is more in 

case of ABS fitted vehicles. 

7. Dusting tyre disc: - Brakes are working properly but on 

the outer surface of the tyre rim black dust gets 

deposited which makes driver worried whether 

everything is all right or not. This happens because of 

the more wear rate of friction pads and dust deposition 

due to heat formation and oily area.    

8. Non respondent of brake at high speed: - This problem 

related hits are increasing day by day. At high speed 

when driver tries to stop the vehicle then the brakes are 

non responsive. In spite of continuous hard braking 

vehicles are not responding as compared to response at 

low speeds. Now in modern cars the speeds of the cars 

are also increasing, in case of SUVs they are quite 

higher. When such type of problems reported to dealers 

they either find driver at the fault first, secondly they 

inspect all the braking system of that vehicle and give 

clearance that there is nothing wrong in it. Still the 

similar type of problems are hitting day by day is 

increasing. This is the worry area for dealers. 

9. Non availability of spare parts of braking system: - 

Some of the braking systems presently installed on 

vehicles has problems during maintenance. There spare 

parts are not available, therefore complete assembly 

has to be replaced which is non economical. e.g. In one 

of the leading car manufacturer from India vehicles 

mostly Bosch systems are fitted but due to non 

availability of spare parts dealers suggest customer to 

replace it with TVS systems. This May be  concern 

with Supply Chain Management. 

10. Thermal Conning of disc: - when vehicle is stopped by 

applying a long brake from high speed then the brakes 

gets heated, this leads in to thermal conning of disc i.e. 

bending of disc. High temperature generated because of 

continuous friction between disc and pads. This 

thermal conning leads in to uneven wear of friction 

pads which reduces the contact surface of pads with 

disc resulting in to reduced breaking efficiency.  

11. Steering vibration or wobbling: - This problem is 

observed in many cases but driver fails to report this 

during servicing as if they consider it as a road surface 

problem. This may happen due to uneven wear of rotor 

surface which leads into uneven contact of friction pads 

with rotor creating vibrations in steering or wobbling in 

wheels.   

 

4. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF NOTABLE BRAKE 

PROBLEMS 

 In above notable problems, most of the problems can 

be resolved with minor adjustments in braking system with the 

help of instruction manuals provided by manufacturers or with 

the help of experts guidance provided by manufacturer of 

vehicle. During survey two problems were prominently 

observed, of which concrete solution is expected 

In first problem solution over Disc Thickness Variation 

(DTV) should be found out, as from the observation maximum 

number of cases has been registered under disc grinding. 

Manufacturers purchase the material from the vendor, in case 

of parts like brake disc the required dimensional parameters 

should be verified in critical way. This component should be 

treated different than the other components of vehicle as it is 

related to safety of car. DTV results in to uneven contact of 

pads and disc which generate heat at the interface of pads and 

disc. Brake disc as well as friction pad needs heat treatment 

during the manufacturing stage to maintain the required 

hardness and other parameters, after that required parameters 

of post heat treatment should be within the close control to 

avoid further operational problems. If in heat treatment 

process proper hardness will not be achieved then during 

braking operation there might be chance of thermal conning 

due to rise in interface temperature [2]. 

In second problem, failure of brake due to rise in 

temperature has been observed which results in faster wear of 

brake pads and non responsive of brake. The heating during 

high speed and long braking is more complicated 

phenomenon. During long braking temperature of brake disc 

rises with respect to time of braking [3]. A disc brakes are 

open to atmosphere than the drum brake but due to positive 

braking action between pads and disc they generates more 

temperature which may not be possible for brake disc to 

transfer it to atmosphere [4]. Most of the heat generated flows 
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to atmosphere with air in contact with disc, some of the 

generated heat transfer to the air by heat radiation, some 

absorbed by hub and pad and rest of the heat remains with 

rotor disc [5]. Brake disk material absorbs more heat out of the 

total heat generated as compared to pads. Brake disc 

temperature can vary from 300
0
c to 800

0
c depending on the 

operation time. During this rise in temperature frictional 

material of pad shows little effect on increasing trend up to 

300
0
c and after that brake fades resulting in reduction in 

performance. The coefficient of friction material is reduced to 

the limit of no friction [6]. Heat generation can also cause 

temporary brake failure due to oil boiling. A gas vapour is 

produced in the master cylinder and calliper displacing fluid 

back to master cylinder, resulting pedal to go to the floor. To 

reduce the temperature effect the Maximum Torque Brake can 

be developed in which instead of single brake disc two brake 

disc can be installed on each wheels with two pads to each 

disc as like single brake disc. The braking torque will increase 

by twice in percent and heat generation will reduce to 

satisfactory level. Four cooling surfaces give better heat 

precipitation. This can be one of the solutions over the 

reducing heat generation but the cost encored in doubling the 

disc, pads and calliper is high and affects on overall cost of the 

vehicle. Complication and space requirement may be the issue 

in assembly [7]. 

Heat generation also affects on the bonding of friction 

pad material, it starts losing its compactness. The friction 

material became dark and polished glaze appearance. In this 

case both glazing and the bonding agent evaporation have 

great effect on coefficient of friction. The temperature rise has 

an effect on pad material since it can lead to oxidation process 

resulting in to fast deterioration and degradation of friction 

pads [8].  

  

5. STEADY STATE THERMAL ANALYSIS 

5.1 In Ventilated Brake Disc 

 Using Finite Element thermal analysis method, 

steady state thermal analysis was performed with some 

boundary conditions on brake disc pad assembly [9]. The heat 

flux of 57317.72 W/m
2 

was applied on the surface of disc 

where pads are in contact with disc. The film coefficient for 

convection is taken as 106 W/m
2
K and coefficient of 

conductivity taken as 51 W/m K. The mass of the vehicle used 

for analysis is 1609 Kg. Ventilated disc brake of gray cast iron 

GC250 is used for analysis. The vehicle is decelerated from 

100 kph to 0 kph. The brake pressure of 2.39Mpa is applied on 

pads. Finite thermal analysis of the disc brake during braking 

was  

done by using Ansys 15.0. 

.  

Fig 2. Ventilated Disc Dimensions in mm. 

 

    
                                                               Braking Time t=1.7s                Braking Time t=3.5s                  

                                                            Fig 3. Temperature Distribution at different Braking Time. 

This analysis revels that with increase in braking time 

temperature rises to a much high extend then for prolonged 

application of brakes temperature rise will be more prominent. 

Similar type of work has been carried out in the research of 

[10-14]. In ventilated disc temperature flow occurs fast but 

due to continuous braking; temperature also rises continuously 

as compared to heat flow. Analysis shows that heat generation 

is more at the interface of friction pads and disc area in 

contacts, leading to non operation of brake by reducing 

coefficient of friction (μ) and subsequently fast wear of 

braking pads; termed as brake fade. However Change in 

coefficient of friction (μ) due to rise in temperature depends 
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upon the frictional material. Temperature rise creates 

deformation in both disc and pad which forms uneven surface 

at the contact area and leads to form local wear spots because 

of high temperature [15]. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Locations L1, L2 and L3 at equidistance are 

Considered for temperature zone on disc. 

 

                                          
                       Time 

Fig 5. Temperature rise with braking time in seconds.                                                        Fig 6. Temperature at Locations L1 and 

L2. 

 

Temperature zones L1 and L2 are prominent zones where 

actual friction in between friction pad and disc is taking place; 

L3 is the conductive zone and is exposed continuously with 

atmospheric air. This L3 zone helps to reduce temperature 

effect in L1 and L2 zones. Hot judder is observed in the area 

of L1 and L2, where cast iron disc change phase from pearlitic 

microstructure to martensitic structure as temperature raises 

leading to non uniformity of the rotor surface. High speed 

judder will produce noise generally called rumble. 

5.2 In Solid Brake Disc 
In case of solid disc the severity of brake fade increases as 

the heat transfer process became slow with the brake timing. 

In this case more deformation was observed as compared to 

ventilated disc. Similarly critical analysis shows that 

temperature rise during prolonged braking will lead in to rise 

of local temperature. The analysis shows the red spot on 

friction pads [16]. 

 

 
                                                            Deformation in solid Disc      Temperature at pads 

                                                                Fig 7. Temperature Distribution in solid Brake Disc. 

 

In most of the vehicles nowadays ventilated disc are being 

preferred. In above analysis it shows that there is reduction of 

thermal stress in ventilated disc as compared to solid disc. 

Friction pads are manufactured from different metal 

compositions. Temperature rise during prolonged braking 

affects on both disc metal and friction pad metal. The disc 

metal shows deformation due to rise in temperature whereas 

the friction material has great effect due to different melting 

points of composed materials.  
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From the above analysis we can conclude that the design of 

disc plays a very important role in heat precipitation during 

braking, also the shape of the ventilation fins provides 

different air flow and contact surfaces which results in 

different heat constant coefficient [17]. The table shows 

general materials and their composition used in friction pad 

manufacturing. 

 

Table 2:  Metal Content of Brake Pads. 

Metal Concentration 

Range (mg/Kg) 

Metal Concentration 

Range (mg/Kg) 

Fe 115000-400000 Mn 3,220 

Cu 15,100-142,000 Zn 270-21,779 

Cr 162-1200 V 660 

Co 6.43 Sr 81.4-740 

Cd 2.7- 29.8 Ti 3,600 

Ca 14,300 Sn 6,998 

Ba 2,640 Se 20 

Al 3,769 Sb 10,000 

As 10 Pb 1,959-3,900 

K 857 Ni 210-849 

Mg 6,140 Na 15,400 

Li 55.7 Mo 10,000 

Mn 3,220   

Now in recent trends the percentage of copper has been 

drastically reduced because of the health reasons worldwide 

and similarly other harmful materials are also on target. 

Therefore material selection for friction pad is also important 

area to concentrate. The information on friction material is not 

available easily as many companies hide the information 

stating that it’s a confidential. 

Disc is tested for different braking times in Ansys 15.0 and the 

results were obtained.

 

                 
    Heat Generation after 1.2 min      Heat Generation after 2.0 min   Heat Generation after 3.3 min   Heat Generation after 4.0 min                                                                    

  

                    
       Heat Flux after 1.2 min                Heat Flux after 2.0 min                Heat Flux after 3.3 min                Heat Flux after 4.0 min 

Fig 8. Temperature and Heat Flux Generation at different Braking Time. 

 

In this study heat generation during the prolonged braking 

is observered which is on higher side. Whereas the thermal 

conductivity of ventilated disc is faster than that of the solid 

disc also there is an uneven temperature distribution in case of 

ventilated disc as compared to solid disc, the above results are 

more similar to the other researchers. During braking there is 

continuous change in input heat flux and heat exchange 

conditions. The heat flux input is depending upon the angular 

velocity and frictional coefficient whereas the heat exchange 

depends upon the frictional material and external environment 

conditions [18, 19]. 
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6. CONCLUSIVE SUMMERY 

The high temperature rise during the prolonged braking will 

minimise the friction between disc and friction pads. Analysis 

shows that heat generation is more at the interface of friction 

pads and disc area in contact. This leads to non operation of 

brake by reducing coefficient of friction and subsequently fast 

wear of braking pads. The thermal stress and strain 

distribution in the disc are in accordance with the temperature 

distribution in the disc. Experimental research is required in 

the area of heat generation during prolonged braking to 

minimise the braking problems. 

          Working in these areas may provide solution to 

reducing accident rate in modern high speed vehicles. This 

shall be the one step towards Brasilia declaration towards 

2020.  
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